
Orbit   Fitness   Festival   Friday   11th   June   
  

As   this   is   arrival   day   for   most   campers,   there   will   be   a   smaller   selection   of   group   sessions   
available   for   everyone   to   participate.   Most   sessions   last   between   45   -   60   mins   unless   stated.   

Please   take   your   mat.   
  

16.00   Sound   Therapy   Workshop   -   David   Mitchell   (Avaja)   -   Garden   Stage   
Intro   into   history,   making   and   using   sound   bowls.   Participants   will   experience   the   basics   on   how   to   choose   
a   bowl,   play   and   share   a   relaxation   session.   This   is   a   small   group   session   for   up   to   12   participants,   
therefore   it   is   on   a   first   come,   first   served   basis.   
  

17.00   HIIT   &   RUN   -   Lindsey   Allen   (Lindsey   Allen   Fitness)   -   Meadow   Arena   
This   small   group   training   session   consists   of   both   short   runs   and   high   intensity   interval   training,   such   as  
squats,   lunges,   jumping   jacks   etc.This   session   is   perfect   for   all   abilities   with   no   one   left   behind.   This   is   a   
fun,   effective   and   challenging   way   to   improve   your   fitness   whilst   benefiting   from   training   outdoors.   
  

17.00   Disco   Yoga   -   Aimee   Cater   -   Talk   Tent   
Enjoy   blissful,   energising   sequences   to   a   glorious   mix   of   disco   classics   to   liberate   your   mind,   body   and   
soul   and   take   you   to   Boogie   Wonderland.   
  

18.00   RockBox   Fitness   -   Jade   Hendon   &   Sharon   Clifton   (Rockbox   Fitness)   -   Garden   Stage   
A   stress   busting,   therapy   session   for   the   body   and   mind.   The   gains   from   a   Rockbox   class   are   endless!   
The   drumsticks   are   an   added   fun   element   that   works   perfectly   with   rock   music   and   is   also   very   
therapeutic.   The   use   of   toning   tracks   with   the   sticks   in   between   boxing   tracks   used   for   high   intensity   
cardio   means   that   this   interval   style   exercise   is   both   beneficial   and   sustainable.   The   use   of   classic   &  
modern   rock   music   is   both   motivating   &   empowering.   Embrace   the   rock   star   within   you   -   we   all   have   one!   
  

18.00   Belly   Dancing   /   Shimmy   into   Shape   -   Saf   Bird   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Saf   Bird   has   been   teaching   Middle   Eastern   Bellydance   and   Shimmy   Into   Shape   classes   for   over   20   years   
in   the   Black   Mountains.   As   well   as   teaching   bellydance,   Saf   leads   a   troupe   called   'the   Veiled   Sapphires'   
who   have   danced   at   many   private   and   public   functions   over   the   years.   Bellydance   is   a   great   whole   body,   
low   impact   workout   which   targets   your   core   and   posture   through   dance.    The   dance   builds   layers   of   
movements   to   the   music   using   isolations,   whilst   also   strengthening   your   coordination   and   balance.   
  

19.00   Ale   &   Cider   Trail   -   Meet   at   the   Talk   Tent   
Are   you   up   for   a   challenge   on   Friday   night   at   Orbit   Fitness   Festival   2021?   Run   or   walk   the   5K   trail,   find   
our   lovely   crew   of   run   marshalls   along   the   route,   sample   &   taste   the   Hobsons   Brewery   ales   &   ciders,   
make   your   way   back   to   the   festival   bar   and   get   the   party   started!   
  

19.00   Earth   Salutations   -   Sandra   Barnes   (Sandra   Barnes   Yoga)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Honouring   the   animal   kingdom,   we   will   connect   to   over   24   different   species   as   we   flow   through   a   
sequence   of   creature   based   poses.   Roar   like   a   lion,   be   humble   like   a   rabbit,   &   fly   strong   like   an   eagle.   A   
fun   filled   session   that   connects   us   to   nature   &   our   surroundings,   as   we   stretch   into   our   body   &   breathe   
new   space   into   being.   Ending   with   a   soothing   sound   bath   &   word   journey.     
  

21.00   Live   music   with   Alex   Lleo   -   Garden   Stage   
Alex   Lleo   is   a   singer/songwriter   who   creates   lush,   soulful,   melodic   music.   He’ll   headline   on   Friday   night   
with   an   incredible   set   of   original   songs   plus   some   covers   of   huge   hits.   Silent   Disco   will   follow   the   live   
music.   
  
  
  

  



Orbit   Fitness   Festival   Saturday   12th   June   
  

Group   sessions   from   8.00am   through   till   around   7.00pm.     
No   need   to   book   in   advance.   Most   sessions   last   between   45   -   60   mins   unless   stated.   

Please   take   your   mat.   
  

08.00   Morning   Yoga   &   Self   Massage   -   Aimee   Cater   (Namo   Yoga   &   Massage)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Cleanse   and   energise   the   body   ready   for   your   day   of   activities.   Start   off   slow;   waking   up   the   joints   and   
muscles   with   mobilisation   and   self-massage,    before   igniting   your   inner   fires   with   a   dynamic   vinyasa   flow   
sequence.    Aimee   trained   as   a   Yoga   teacher   and   Ayurvedic   massage   therapist   in   India   and   as   a   sports   
massage   therapist   in   the   UK.   Her   classes   incorporate   life   science   of   the   ancient   east   and   modern   west;   
guiding   students   through   a   journey   of   self   acceptance   and   love.(90   mins)   
  

08.00   Social   Trail   Run   -   Hopton   Court   Estate   
Our   Saturday   morning   social   trail   run   is   set   in   the   stunning   surroundings   of   the   Hopton   Court   estate.   A   
private,   multi-terrain   route   through   woodland,   across   fields   and   over   streams.   Participants   must   have   
experience   of   running   at   a   steady   casual   pace   for   up   to   45   minutes.   Meet   at   the   Talk   Tent.   
  

09.00   Mindfulness   for   Runners   Workshop   -   Runzen   -   Talk   Tent   
Whether   you   are   an   experienced   runner   or   just   starting   out,   RUN:ZEN’s    mindful   running   workshops    and   
resources    introduce   mindfulness   skills   that   can   help   you   to   run   with   more   enjoyment   and   awareness,   
prevent   injury   through   learning   good   running   form   and   find   greater   all-round   wellbeing   Includes   a   run   up   
to   5k   (2   hrs)   

10.00   Kombat   -   Nicola   Chan   (Waishee   Coaching)   -   Garden   Stage   
Kombat   is   an   empowering   group   fitness   cardio   workout   where   you   are   totally   unleashed.   This   class   is   
inspired   by   mixed   martial   arts   and   draws   from   a   wide   variety   of   disciplines.   It   is   great   for   all   fitness   levels   
to   tone   and   shape   key   muscle   areas   during   this   fun   and   active   workout.   
  

10.00   BARZ   -   Jermaine   Fieldz   (FLZ   FIT)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Build   lean   muscle   and   burn   fat   in   this   full   body   workout   using   the   unique   versatile   EQ   Barz.   Jermaine   runs   
the   only   class   of   this   type   in   the   UK   and   is   one   of   only   three   UK   Master   Trainers!   Challenging   but   adaptive   
to   all   abilities,   not   one   to   miss.   This   is   a   restricted   session,   therefore   it   is   on   a   first   come,   first   served   
basis.   
  

11.00   Yoga   Shred   (HIIT)   -   Lara   Darby   (Lara   Darby   Yoga)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
This   session   is   a   mindful   and   super   effective   fusion   of   yoga   and   better   aligned   fitness   moves   that   can   give   
amazing   results   in   just   one   hour.   This   class   gives   you   all   the   balance,   centering   and   endurance-based   
strength   of   yoga,   infused   with   superior   cardio,   muscle   defining   and   sculpting   and   whole   body   
transformation   that   comes   with   a   HIIT   (high   intensity   interval   training).   Each   pose   is   modified   for   strong   
beginners   &   up   -   get   ready   for   the   most   fun   you   can   have   doing   yoga   &   get   in   your   cardio   fitness   too!   

11.00   Family   Fun   Run   -   Hopton   Court   Estate   
There's   no   pressure   to   be   the   fastest   as   it's   about   the   experience   itself.   Short   and   easy   with   plenty   of   
extra   entertainment,   our   fun   run   is   ideal   for   children   and   adults   to   be   active   together.   Fancy   dress   
optional!   Meet   at   the   Circus   Top   in   the   Meadow   Arena.   
  

12.00   The   Rave   Workout   -   Kelly   Reed   (Kelly   Reed   Fitness)   -   Garden   Stage   
The   Rave   workout   -   Join   Kelly   for   a   bit   of   ‘day   Raving!’    If   you   love   90s   &   00s   music   and   want   a   workout   
that   feels   like   a   night   out   then   this   is   for   you.   Basic   aerobic   moves   to   club   classics!!!!   
  
  
  
  
  

https://runzen.co.uk/mindful-running-events/
https://runzen.co.uk/mindful-running-resources/


12.00   Boogie   Bounce   -   Vickie   Wilkes   (VW   Fitness)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Boogie   Bounce   is   a   complete   exercise   programme   performed   on   a   mini   trampoline   with   Patented   T-Bar   
Handle.   The   programme   consists   of   a   highly   effective   H.I.I.T   cardio   section   followed   by   a   toning   section,   
working   bums,   tums   and   thighs.   Every   muscle   in   the   body   is   worked,   even   the   facial   muscles!   Boogie   
Bounce   uses   High   Intensity   Interval   Training   (H.I.I.T)   techniques   to   maximise   the   most   effective   fat   
burning   process   in   the   cardio   section,   whilst   using   the   pliable   surface   of   the   mat   to   perform   a   range   of   
core   stability   exercises,   thus   engaging   more   of   the   deep   core   muscles.   This   is   a   small   group   session   for   
up   to   12   participants   therefore   it   is   on   a   first   come,   first   served   basis.   

13.00   Family   Pilates   -   Helen   Hunt   (Physioflow   Pilates)-   Yoga   Lawn   
Looking   for   a   workout   you   can   do   with   your   children/grandchildren?   We   have   got   it   covered!   From   the   age   
of   4   upwards,   this   session   is   designed   to   keep   you   and   your   children   connected,   challenge   your   
coordination,   balance,   stability   and   have   everyone   laughing   before   ending   the   session   with   a   little   
mindfulness   practice   
  

13.00   Body   Positivity   -   Nicola   Chan   (Waishee   Coaching)   -   Talk   Tent   
Nicola   helps   women   to   find   and   step   into   their   True   Authentic   selves,   by   empowering   them   with   Body   
confidence.   She   does   this   with   Fitness   and   Mindset   Coaching.   With   over   16   years   in   the   Fitness   Industry   
Nicola   felt   some   of   the   messages   and   information   her   clients   would   come   to   her   with   were   very   negative   
towards   the   way   they   felt   about   their   bodies.   So   she   broke   away   from   the   traditional   personal   training   i.e.   
helping   people   to   lose   weight   and   diet   and   started   learning   about   Body   Positivity   &   Mindset   and   
discovered   very   quickly   massive   changes   within   her   clients.   Not   necessarily   with   the   way   they   looked   but   
with   their   mindsets.   “Once   you   change   the   way   you   look   at   things,   the   things   you   look   at   change”     

14.00   Block   Fit   -   Anneka   Brookes   (Fitness   with   Anneka)   -   Garden   Stage   
Block   Fit   is   four   workouts   in   one   class.    A   revolutionary   all   in   one   fitness   brand   that   fuses   dance,   combat,   
HIIT   (high   and   low   interval   training),   yoga-inspired   moves   and   meditation.   The   Block   Fit   workouts   are   split   
into   four   easy   to   follow   blocks   of   choreography   to   original   music   sung   by   its   creator   Chico   Slimani   who   
knocked   Madonna   off   the   top   of   the   UK   charts   with   his   infectious   hit   “It’s   Chico   Time”.   You   are   expected   to   
burn   between   650   and   1000   calories   depending   on   your   body   type   and   intensity.   
  

14.00   Tai   Chi   Movements   for   Wellbeing   -   Stuart   McLeod   (Runzen)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Tai   Chi   Movements   for   Wellbeing   (TMW)   offers   an   easy-to-learn   sequence   of   twelve   movements   
designed   to   promote   physical   and   emotional   wellbeing.   With   origins   in   both   Tai   Chi   and   Qigong,   the   TMW   
sequence   distils   elements   of   these   arts   into   a   simplified   form.   Completing   the   TMW   series   of   moves   and   
gestures   can   take   just   10   minutes.   And   the   beauty   of   TMW   is   that   it   can   be   practised   both   seated   and   
standing   making   it   accessible   to   all.   
  

15.00   Align   &   Define   -   Kelly   Reed   (Kelly   Reed   Fitness)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Align   &   Define   takes   you   through   blocks   of   body   weight   exercises   to   target   overall   strength,   balance,   
flexibility   and   core   conditioning.   Gentle   enough   for   those   beginning   a   fitness   programme,   yet   because   
there   are   progressions   in   the   class,   those   that   would   like   more   of   a   challenge   have   that   option   as   well.   A   
class   where   everyone   feels   included   and   can   progress   at   their   own   level.   Finishing   with   a   deep   relaxation   
section.   
  

15.00   Runfulness:   The   Beginners   Journey   -   Emma   Joy   Cockcroft   (Lipstick   &   Trainers)   -   Talk   Tent   
Emma   Joy   is   a   level   3   personal   trainer   based   in   London.   Her   first   love   is   distance   running,   which   is   why   
she   took   up   a   ‘Leadership   in   Running   Fitness’   course   a   couple   of   years   back.   Currently   working   with   
clients   who   are   beginning   their   journey   with   running   or   training   for   a   quicker   race.    Blogging   is   her   second   
love.   She   throws   her   feelings   into    all    of   her   posts   for   the   world   to   see   and   her   blog   ‘Lipstick   and   Trainers’.   
All   thoughts   are   her   own,   as   she   trials   and   tests   out   everything   and   anything   that   will   promote   fitness,   
health   and   wellbeing.   Keeping   fit   and   looking   good   whilst   doing   it,   is   all   part   of   the   fun.   Fashion   is   her   
passion   (including   coordinating   outfits   for   BIG   races)   and   although   she   spends   a   lot   of   time   in   her   trainers,   
she   makes   sure   that   she   looks   good   inside   and   outside   of   her   fitness   regime.   Lipstick   is   a   must.   Whether   
it   be   on   a   night   on   the   town,   or   whilst   running   a   13   mile   race…   This   girl   gotta   look   good!   
  



16.00   RockBox   Fitness   -   Jade   Hendon   &   Sharon   Clifton   (Rockbox   Fitness)   -   Garden   Stage   
A   stress   busting,   therapy   session   for   the   body   and   mind.   The   gains   from   a   Rockbox   class   are   endless!   
The   drumsticks   are   an   added   fun   element   that   works   perfectly   with   rock   music   and   is   also   very   
therapeutic.   The   use   of   toning   tracks   with   the   sticks   in   between   boxing   tracks   used   for   high   intensity   
cardio   means   that   this   interval   style   exercise   is   both   beneficial   and   sustainable.   The   use   of   classic   &  
modern   rock   music   is   both   motivating   &   empowering.   Embrace   the   rock   star   within   you   -   we   all   have   one!   
  

16.00   Partner   Yoga   Workshop   -   Marie   Burrows   (Wild   Wolf   Movement)   -   Meadow   Arena   
The   word   yoga   means   'to   yoke'   or   unite,   both   with   ourselves   and   others,   and   partner   yoga   is   a   beautiful   
way   to   explore   this.   Join   Marie   of   Wild   Wolf   Movement   as   we   explore   a   blend   of   solo   and   partner   yoga   
that   will   leave   you   feeling   strong,   flexible   and   thoroughly   stretched!   You   can   expect   lots   of   laughs,   giggles   
and   a   whole   collection   of   new   poses   to   practice   with   friends   and   family.   (90   mins)   
  

17.00   Gong   Bath   -   Huda’s   Health   &   Healing   -   Walled   Garden   
Sound   Healing   is   the   therapeutic   application   of   sound   frequencies   to   the   body,   mind   and   emotions   of   a   
person   with   the   intention   of   bringing   them   into   a   state   of   harmony   and   health.   Huda   will   use   the   Gong   to   
promote   deep   relaxation   and   clarity   of   mind.   
  

17.00   Vinyasa   Yoga   &   Guided   Meditation   -   Sophie   &   Rebecca   (Mind   Balance   Yoga)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Mind   Balance   Yoga   offer   yoga   and   wellness   services   for   business   -   from   online   resources   to   live   
workshops   and   regular   classes   -   helping   to   build   a   happier,   healthier   &   more   resilient   workforce.    Rebecca   
&   Sophie   are   both   Registered   Yoga   Teachers   with   a   passion   for   making   physical,   mental   &   emotional   
health   a   priority   within   the   workplace.   Over   the   weekend   they   will   be   offering   Vinyasa   (flow)   yoga   classes   
suitable   for   all   to   demonstrate   how   yoga   can   be   accessible   to   all,   as   well   as   guided   meditation   and   
relaxation   sessions.     
  

17.00   Women’s   Health   -   Helen   Hunt   (Physioflow   Pilates)   -   Talk   Tent   
Helen   Hunt,   a   specialist   Women’s   Health   Physio,   will   be   discussing   all   things   Pelvic   floor.   Helen   will   shed   
some   light   on   what   and   where   the   pelvic   floor   is   and   how   to   activate   it.   How   to   incorporate   this   into   your   
exercise   regimen   and   keep   your   pelvic   floor   happy   during   day   to   day   life.   Why   breathing   and   your   pelvic   
floor   are   linked,   keeping   bowel   and   bladder   habits   healthy,   tummy   muscle   separation,   the   perimenopause   
&   menopause.   Helen   will   answer   any   questions   you   may   have.   
  

18.00   Zumba   -   Laura   Ross   (Zumba   with   Laura)   -   Garden   Stage   
Zumba   is   the   best   workout   for   the   mind,   body   and   soul   and   you’ll   burn   a   ton   of   calories   without   even   
realising   it!   Laura’s   classes   are   designed   with   you   in   mind,   she   uses   a   wide   variety   of   songs   and   dance   
styles   implementing   simple   but   fun   choreography.   It   doesn’t   matter   if   you’re   a   complete   beginner   or   you   
know   and   love   Zumba,   everyone   is   welcome.   
  

18.00   Elemental   Alchemy   Dance   Journey   &   Ceremony   -   Sandra   &   Sofia   Barnes   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Journey   through   body,   being   &   beyond.   Joining   together   in   ceremonies   are   a   way   to   gather   &   honour   life   
and   the   part   we   play   within   it's   rich   tapestry.   Explore   expression,   as   music   takes   us   on   an   elemental   
journey,   through   freedom   of   movement   diving   into   our   elemental   wisdom's.    Culminating   with   a   sound   
bath,   allowing   our   energy   to   settle   &   return   home.   Suitable   for   all.   (90   mins)   
  

21.00   -   Live   music   with   Happy   Accident   -   Garden   Stage   
Happy   Accident   are   one   of   the   UK’s   indie/rock   cover   bands.   They’ll   headline   on   Saturday   night   with   a   
fantastic   set   including   huge   hits   from   Kings   of   Leon,   The   Killers,   U2,   Biffy   Clyro,   The   Jam,   Oasis,   The   
Stereophonics   plus   many   more.    Silent   Disco   will   follow   the   live   music.   
  
  

  
  



Orbit   Fitness   Festival   Sunday   13th   June   
  

Group   sessions   from   07.30   through   till   around   16.30.     
No   need   to   book   in   advance.   Most   sessions   last   between   45   -   60   mins.   Please   take   your   mat.   

  
07.30   Tai   Chi   Movements   for   Wellbeing   -   Stuart   McLeod   (Runzen)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Tai   Chi   Movements   for   Wellbeing   (TMW)   offers   an   easy-to-learn   sequence   of   twelve   movements   
designed   to   promote   physical   and   emotional   wellbeing.   With   origins   in   both   Tai   Chi   and   Qigong,   the   TMW   
sequence   distils   elements   of   these   arts   into   a   simplified   form.   Completing   the   TMW   series   of   moves   and   
gestures   can   take   just   10   minutes.   And   the   beauty   of   TMW   is   that   it   can   be   practised   both   seated   and   
standing   making   it   accessible   to   all.   
  

08.00   Morning   Yoga   &   Self   Massage   -   Aimee   Cater   (Namo   Yoga   &   Massage)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Cleanse   and   energise   the   body   ready   for   your   day   of   activities.   Start   off   slow;   waking   up   the   joints   and   
muscles   with   mobilisation   and   self-massage,    before   igniting   your   inner   fires   with   a   dynamic   vinyasa   flow   
sequence.    Aimee   trained   as   a   Yoga   teacher   and   Ayurvedic   massage   therapist   in   India   and   as   a   sports   
massage   therapist   in   the   UK.   Her   classes   incorporate   life   science   of   the   ancient   east   and   modern   west;   
guiding   students   through   a   journey   of   self   acceptance   and   love.   (90   mins)   
  

08.00   Social   Trail   Run   -   Hopton   Court   Estate   
Our   Sunday   morning   social   trail   run   is   perfect   for   those   who   wish   to   go   a   little   further!   Participants   must   
have   experience   of   running   at   a   steady   casual   pace   for   up   to   60   minutes.   Meet   at   the   festival   main   
entrance.   
  

09.00   Mindfulness   for   Runners   Workshop   -   Runzen   -   Talk   Tent   
Whether   you   are   an   experienced   runner   or   just   starting   out,   RUN:ZEN’s    mindful   running   workshops    and   
resources    introduce   mindfulness   skills   that   can   help   you   to   run   with   more   enjoyment   and   awareness,   
prevent   injury   through   learning   good   running   form   and   find   greater   all-round   wellbeing    Includes   a   run   of   
up   to   5k   (2   hrs)   

10.00   Max   Motion   -   Adele   Fieldz   (FLZ   FIT)   -   Garden   Stage   
A   full   on   energy   cardio   class   that   just   keeps   coming.   Think   modern   day   aerobics   with   power   moves   to   
addictive   'make   you   move'   music!   The   movements   are   simple   but   super   effective   &   super   lively.   Perfect   to   
fire   you   right   up,   shred   the   body   &   leave   you   on   a   total   endorphin   high.   
  

10.00   Bootcamp   Circuits   -   Anneka   Brookes   (Fitness   with   Anneka)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Outdoor   bootcamp   style   circuits,    35   second   rounds   with   tractor   tyres,   battle   ropes,   sledge   hammer,   
kettlebells   and   more    to   offer   a   challenging   exercise   session!!!     
  

11.00   Mindful   Meditation   -   Nicola   Chan   (Waishee   Coaching)   -   Yoga   Lawn     
Nicola   will   guide   you   through   relaxation   and   meditation   using   the   power   of   positive   suggestive   language.   
You   can   enjoy   being   anchored   to   this   festival   feeling   and   tap   into   it   when   you   need   to.   You   will   feel  
relaxed   but   energised,   motivated   and   inspired   to   take   action   and   live   your   best   life.   
  

11.00   Mindfulness   for   Busy   People   -   Penny   Metcalf   -   Talk   Tent   
What   is   mindfulness,   how   does   it   work   and   what   can   it   do   for   you?    This   session   will   help   you   find   time   for   
mindfulness   even   when   you   are   busy;   get   more   done   and   feel   less   exhausted   at   the   end   of   the   day;   be   
able   to   involve   mindfulness   in   running   and   parenting.   
  

12.00   Boxbeat   -   Jermaine   Fieldz   (FLZ   FIT)   -   Garden   Stage   
This   class   is   punch   &   kick   combos,   combat   style,   set   to   banging   tunes.   Non   contact,   powerful,   quick   
paced   &   fierce   to   get   you   fighting   fit   &   stress   free!   
  
  

https://runzen.co.uk/mindful-running-events/
https://runzen.co.uk/mindful-running-resources/


12.00   Boogie   Bounce   -   Vickie   Wilkes   (VW   Fitness)   -   Meadow   Arena   
Boogie   Bounce   is   a   complete   exercise   programme   performed   on   a   mini   trampoline   with   Patented   T-Bar   
Handle.   The   programme   consists   of   a   highly   effective   H.I.I.T   cardio   section   followed   by   a   toning   section,   
working   bums,   tums   and   thighs.   Every   muscle   in   the   body   is   worked,   even   the   facial   muscles!   Boogie   
Bounce   uses   High   Intensity   Interval   Training   (H.I.I.T)   techniques   to   maximise   the   most   effective   fat   
burning   process   in   the   cardio   section,   whilst   using   the   pliable   surface   of   the   mat   to   perform   a   range   of   
core   stability   exercises,   thus   engaging   more   of   the   deep   core   muscles.   This   session   is   for   up   to   12   
participants   therefore   it   is   on   a   first   come,   first   served   basis.   

13.00   Core   Strength   Vinyasa   Yoga   -   Lara   Darby   (Lara   Darby   Yoga)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
In   this   class   you   will   receive   a   strengthening,   playful   workout   for   your   body.   Learn   to   move   in   a   fluid,   
dynamic   and   safe   way   using   flowing   Vinyasa   yoga   and   functional   movement   techniques   to   get   the   most   
out   of   your   practice.   A   deep-dive   experience   into   fluidity   and   core-strength,   that   will   leave   you   feeling   
empowered,   inspired   and   vibrant   so   that   you   can   move   in   a   more   mindful   and   attuned   way.     

13.00   Boosting   Your   Emotional   Resilience   -   Jess   Baker   -   Talk   Tent   
Our   thoughts   determine   our   behaviour.   We   all   have   an   Inner   Critic,   a   small   voice   that   gives   us   commands,   
such   as:   ‘you   should   be   fitter   /   slimmer   /   stronger   /   faster’.   But   berating   ourselves   in   this   way   is   
demotivating,   and   we   are   less   likely   to   get   on   the   yoga   mat   or   go   for   that   run.   In   this   session,   Jess   Baker,   
a   local   Psychologist   and   Women’s   Leadership   Coach,   will   share   some   useful   and   practical   exercises   that   
will   help   you   to   reframe   these   negative   judgemental   thoughts.   Jess   will   also   share   tips   on   how   to   be   
kinder   to   yourself,   and   how   practicing   self-compassion   can   enhance   your   fitness   practice.     
  

14.00   Sound   Therapy   Workshop   -   David   Mitchell   (Avaja)   -   Garden   Stage   
Intro   into   history,   making   and   using   sound   bowls.   Participants   will   experience   the   basics   on   how   to   choose   
a   bowl,   play   and   share   a   relaxation   session.   This   is   a   small   group   session   for   up   to   12   participants,   
therefore   it   is   on   a   first   come,   first   served   basis.   
  

14.00   Womens   Self   Defence   Workshop   -   Nicola   Chan   (Waishee   Coaching)   -   Meadow   Stage   
The   best   form   of   Self   Defence   is   to   avoid   a   situation.   These   days   we   are   so   busy   on   our   phones   we   are   
less   and   less   aware   of   the   world   around   us.   People   who   haven’t   experienced   an   attack   think   it’s   
something   they   see   on   the   news,   until   it   happens   to   them!    Arm   yourself   with   AWARENESS!   Lead   by   
example   and   teach   your   children   to   be   STREET   WISE.   Nicola   will   show   you   not   only   the   ability   to   
physically   defend   yourself,   but   also   how   to   avoid   conflict   and   dangerous   situations,   controlling  
confrontations,   and   safely   escaping.   “Feeling   confident   in   your   ability   to   protect   yourself   empowers   you   to   
live   with   less   FEAR   and   more   FREEDOM”   

14.00   Vinyasa   Flow   &   Guided   Meditation   -   Sophie   &   Rebecca   (Mind   Balance   Yoga)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
Mind   Balance   Yoga   offers   yoga   and   wellness   services   for   business   -   from   online   resources   to   live   
workshops   and   regular   classes   -   helping   to   build   a   happier,   healthier   &   more   resilient   workforce.    Rebecca   
&   Sophie   are   both   Registered   Yoga   Teachers   with   a   passion   for   making   physical,   mental   &   emotional   
health   a   priority   within   the   workplace.   Over   the   weekend   they   will   be   offering   Vinyasa   (flow)   yoga   classes   
suitable   for   all   to   demonstrate   how   yoga   can   be   accessible   to   all,   as   well   as   guided   meditation   and   
relaxation   sessions.     
  

15.00   Yin   Yoga   Nidra   Workshop   -   Marie   Burrows   (Wild   Wolf   Movement)   -   Yoga   Lawn   
The   perfect   way   to   end   the   festival.    Come   temper   the   heat   of   summer   with   a   cooling   Yin   &   Yoga   Nidra   
session   that   will   leave   you   completely   relaxed.   Yin   is   a   very   slow   style   of   yoga   where   the   poses   (which   
are   mostly   seated   or   lying)    are   held   for   a   few   minutes   at   a   time,   encouraging   stress   in   the   fascia   to   
release,   improving   mobility   and   flexibility.   Practicing   Yin   hugely   complements   all   dynamic   sports   and   
yoga,   helping   to   prevent   injury   as   well   as   soothing   the   nervous   system.   This   will   be   followed   by   a   deeply   
relaxing   guided   Yoga   Nidra   meditation   to   help   release   any   lingering   tension   in   the   mind   and   set   you   up   for   
the   best   night's   sleep!   (90   mins)   


